
 
ABSTRACT:  
New tunnel alignments in urban environment in Nordic capitals as Stockholm and Oslo 
are more and more unavoidably running through bedrock depressions, which are filled 
with glacial or marine deposits. When driving such a tunnel, it can appear that ground 
conditions change from the hardest rock to the softest soil within one round of advance. 
In addition, difficult boundaries are provided with valuable and protected buildings on 
the surface above the tunnels including related supply and utility lines. 
The paper focuses on how such situations appear and how they can be approached in a 
conventional and safe manner (with project experience as background). 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
It has been a challenge in the past decades for clients, designers and for the ones who 
executed the job to drive a tunnel from hard rock into soft ground, where the behavior of 
the ground changes dramatically. In Scandinavia such situations are provided at 
depressions in the bed rock, which are filled with glacial deposits. The very hard 
Scandinavian ground, mostly gneiss types or granites,  
 

Stands opposite to soft ground consisting mostly of glacial and fluviatile deposits, 
occasionally including marine clays. From some of the oldest rock types on earth to young 
formations just a few thousand years old, which have been formed since the last ice times. 
Without doubt, the difference could not be bigger. 

Alignments of tunnels cannot be chosen freely any longer in dense urban areas. It 
increasingly becomes “crowded” underground. Therefore, natural bed rock depressions, 
filled with glacial deposits cannot be avoided any longer. However, today there are only 
a few examples from tunnels in Scandinavia available to provide the necessary experience 
to conquer such points in a safe and economic way. 

1.1 Basic considerations of how such a ground depression in the bedrock appears and 
how it is shaped 
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In Scandinavian ground, depressions 
in the bed rock do not just occur by 
chance. On the contrary it is more or 
less rare, that the rock dives down 
with a continuous and uniform good 
rock underneath. 

 
But it is very common, that the rock dives down, where a geological structure like a 

weakness zone / fault zone is present, which has eventually helped to shape a valley in 
the ground. 

The quality of those faults will be 
highlighted further below when the 
stress state in the ground is discussed. 

 
When the ice came, weaker and 

weathered parts in the rock were first 
removed and shifted, forming channels 
or ponds in the bed rock. Later, at 
warmer and melting periods and 
intersections, the channels became 
more water bearing underneath the ice 
and transported especially sands and 
gravels of different size (subglacial 
erosion). Sometimes at calm water 
periods or intersection with lakes or 
the sea also much finer material in 
form of fine sand, silt and clay was 
able to settle down in such moulds. 

 
We like to mention that especially 

in the past 150 years, severe human 
interaction has taken place in urban 
areas – of course merely surface near, 
from building roads, utility lines, high-
rise buildings to fill and backfill. This circumstance 
causes today not only access problems for increasingly difficult urban tunnel alignments, 
but also a change of the conditions surface-near when it comes to precipitation effects 
and disturbed ground. We are cutting into the ground, we are sheet piling, or we are 
simply evening out the surface. This created basically a more or less overall non in-situ 
surface near layer (in Figure 1 called “Fill”) which can play a considerable role when 
tunneling underneath in dense urban areas. 

 

Figure 1. Principle consideration: 
Tunnel drive from bed rock to soft 
ground in an urban environment 

 

Figure 2. Appearance of Esker 
deposits in a tunnel 
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At the outcropping rock parts only little soil was able to accumulate since the last ice-
time and at some parts of Sweden for example, we can walk directly on fine slipped 3Ga 
old rock formations, since whatever was weathered or weak was moved away by the ice. 

 
The glacial material, which is today accumulated in the given ground depressions, 

show in their facies all kind of deposits – from block moraine with boulders to “cat heads” 
or highly compacted / over-consolidated clay-type moraine, gravels, sands, and clay 
which form together the so-called “Esker” materials. Due to the relative cold climate in 
Scandinavia, the material appears often without much weathering effect. 
 

The “Esker” material appears also with different thickness of single layers, which are 
as a matter of fact very difficult to predict in their occurrence. Such situations are at the 
same time also hard to predict with seismic investigation methods. And moreover, it is 
often the poor accessibility inner-city, which provides limits for the exploration. 

1.2 Stress state in the ground – Hard bed rock and soft ground near to each other 

 
The stress state in a hard gneiss bed rock is usually quite unknown, especially close to 

large scale geological structures. However, through major infrastructure projects, where 
hydraulic stress measurements in boreholes have been performed, we are gathering more 
knowledge at least regarding the general stress fields acting in the ground and their 
magnitude and direction as indicated for example by Perman and Sjöberg (2007), who 
investigated the matter for the project “Citybanan” in Stockholm. And it is not any more 
surprising that we have both in the Scandinavian shield, as well as in the Caledonian 
formations, points where we have to calculate with predominant horizontal stress - also 
surface near. Recent investigations and measurements confirm above statement (Ask, 
2013). 

 
The stress state in the ground is 

usually ruled by the major 
discontinuities present in the area, but 
it is also advisable to think about it, 
that branches (of such major faults) 
with lower order can also carry lots of 
stress. Well, there is certainly a good 
chance given to hit (suddenly) a part 
with horizontal stress while driving a 
tunnel in the mentioned Scandinavian 
conditions. 

 
This means in more practical 

terms, when such a ground 
depression in the bed rock, which 
was formed by a strike-slip fault 

situation (which by the way can reach directly to the surface), is approached with a tunnel, 
the maximum principle stress σ1 (or projected as σH) occur aligned with the depression, 

Figure 3. Ground depression is formed by a fault, 
shaped by the ice and filled by glacial / fluviatile 
deposits. 
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in the stiff “shoulders” of the fault; due to simple kinematic reasons in connection with 
the genesis of the fault. 

 
With a proper geological and geotechnical model it becomes clear, that only the right 

approach has a chance for success (there are not many alternatives) and that monitoring 
in the tunnel and on the potentially affected surface plays a key role to be able to judge 
the situation correctly. Knowing that the deformability of the bed rock is low and merely 
of elastic type, only high precision prism´s and 3D measurements - both in the tunnel and 
on the surface enable us to get a good picture of the situation early enough. Very suitable 
are also hydrostatic measurement systems in connection with building observation as 
indicated by Gamsjäger and Atzl (2012). High precision and “real-time” measurements 
provide the necessary insight regarding Scandinavian rock mass behavior. Tunnel 
deformations in the hard bed rock are usually relatively low due to stiffness and strength 
of the material, but with a potential big effect in case of extraordinary stress load.  

 
Inner city we have to understand what happens in the ground when a tunnel drive 

approaches the depression and moreover if measures taken are working well. If the 
deformations in the rock tunnel are too big (say example-wise convergence measured is 
more than 20mm in gneiss rock mass at an 8m diameter tunnel), the rock mass will be 
overstressed with a certain chance to break. The question, if stress related phenomenon’s 
can generally be avoided is anyhow hard to answer; since they depend beyond others on 
the initial magnitude / size of stress level in the ground, on the speed of the stress 
redistribution / speed of advance, on stress peaks at redistribution as well as on the support 
measures taken – if those are strong enough for the motions such hard rock is able to 
make and if they are installed early enough for proper support of the tunnel. Ground stress 
related phenomenon´s in tunnels have especially one thing in common; they are - when 
executing a tunnel – quite unpredictable (and hard to see if not measured and before 
breakage appears) and deserve with such boundaries therefore clearly a risk dependent 
approach (RDA). 
 

A noticed change of how deformations appear in a tunnel, for example from a more 
vertical deformation pattern to a more horizontal deformation pattern, can be rated as an 
indication for more active forces in the ground. “Oscillating” tendency of deformations, 
where measurements points in a tunnel travel for example first to the left for some period 
and the then to the right for some period and back again, might be still of elastic type, and 
are a result of travelling ground stress, where danger for stress related phenomenon’s as 
spalling or bursting is increasing. 

 
High natural stress magnitudes are met in the best rock quality – serving as stress 

“highways” in the ground, which are often very near to the lowest rock quality of faulty 
areas. High natural stress concentrations can appear in the shoulders of such a fault. 
Changes from low stress magnitude to high stress magnitude can also appear at sharp 
transitions formed by joints through mineralogical changes or changing rock type, or, if 
conditions change from more crushed type rock (faulty area) to more solid homogeneous 
rock. 

 
It should also not been forgotten, that younger lineaments can cross the main fault 

(which forms the depression in the bed rock), and they can form unlucky joint situations 
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in the remaining rock cover with stress loads up to a limit state. This, of course confuses 
subsequently the stress state in such a situation even further. Anyway, the younger fault 
can be the one who rules the stress situation in the ground. 

 
Another big question is, what stress magnitude we cause or induce to the ground with 

our tunnels and tunneling methods at such diligent situations. Warning signs as 
“knocking”, spalling or shotcrete cracking need to be taken seriously, since- as we are 
aware of -  rock bursts are not only occurring in deep situated tunnels. In some cases more 
or less forensic modelling is needed to be able to judge the major principle stress σ1, and 
the σ1- σ3 magnitude in a correct way.  

 
Diving into the details it becomes clearer that the stress conditions in the bed rock can 

play a key role when approaching such a ground depression with a tunnel. 
 
The picture below indicates a simplified model of the rock mass and fault situation.  
We are talking here about a brittle fault and “interfaces”, which can be shaped either 

by more rigid joints without any infilling or much less rigid discontinuities in form of 
graphitic shear bands. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By utilizing this very easy model with a back-calculated stress situation from 
deformations measured in a tunnel, we found it plausible to experience heave of up to 
5mm on the surface in the areas of the shoulder of the fault (see figure 5). We are in 
addition aware of two more tunnel cases where surface heave >10mm has been confirmed 
by measurement. 

 
We therefore conclude that the rock stress situation sets in connection with the fault 

important boundaries for the soft ground tunnel to be excavated:  
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Simplified model, with back 
calculated stress conditions, 

Gamsjäger (2015) 
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Figure 5. Crown deformations (heave) in 
the shoulder of the fault reaches 5mm 

(refers to model acc. to Figure 4), tunnel 
driving direction from left to right 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The deformation of the bed rock in the fault area can therefore affect or impact the soft 

ground conditions. 
 
The soft ground itself is, as long as undisturbed, through proper investigations 

relatively good predictable in its behavior and potential settlements, but if the ground is 
disturbed, the behavior is rather unpredictable and technical rules and formulas and the 
use of sophisticated computer programs and geotechnical models can reach soon their 
limitations. 

 
Boulders, “cat heads” and gravels can possibly transfer load through point contact and 

can run out when a tunnel face is opened (the name “Rullstensåsen” points for example 
on this behavior). Sand and less coarse gravel will shear or break off / peel off when 
opening the tunnel face already at low rates of deformation (<10mm). 

 
If shear forces can act due to deformation in the underlying bed rock (fault), such soft 

ground might reach locally already post failure mode before the soft ground excavation 
has been even started. 

 
Therefore, pretreatment is necessary to enable a soft ground excavation underneath: 

“Cat heads” can be grouted, but it´s difficult to ensure that the material stays in the area.  
Glacial sands are often fine to medium grained (and thus cannot be grouted with cement 
grout or micro-fine cement) and the sands can appear to have in addition a low degree of 
compaction. The use of chemicals is often unwanted in order not to spoil the groundwater 
regime.  

A major question is also the transition from the bed rock to the soft ground, how does 
it look like, how can it be passed safely. And why is it such a critical point? 

1.3 Driving the tunnel to the breakthrough point 

What happens now when a rock tunnel approaches such a soft ground depression 
which is in the bottom formed by a geological structure? 

The stress state has been extensively discussed. However, the quality or capability of 
the fault to be passed should be carefully examined, in order to avoid later surprises. If 
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aseismic deformations or smaller seismic events are known to take place in the area – 
their relevance for the tunnel has to be evaluated, too.  

The figure below indicates the approaching tunnel and the planned special measures. 
The stress bulb observation is documented by deformation measurements (including 3D 
measurement at the surface and in the tunnel, real-time hydrostatic measurements, as well 
as extensometer measurements) and in addition confirmed by a back analysis. This stress 
bulb has led to heave at and above the tunnel crown in the overlying rock of up to 5 
millimeters, affecting also the surface.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Stress bulb until breakthrough point, Heave and settlement on the surface 

The closer the tunnel gets to the soft ground, the more the stress bulb grows until the 
stress has redistributed backwards or underneath of the “mould”. It seems to depend on 
the magnitude of σH, of how far in front of the tunnel face this effect can be measured. 
The stress bulb reaches a “peak” where it meets the natural stress concentration in the 
fault´s shoulder. It affects thus also the stress situation in the remaining rock part until the 
breakthrough point. 

 
And, depending on the size of the remaining rock cover until the breakthrough point 

to the soft ground, it forces either the stress to be redistributed to an almost two 
dimensional stress state with extreme increase and peak stress appearing (σ1), or it 
distributes the load to the (brittle) fault, or even further to the other shoulder of the fault. 
It can in an extreme case trigger a reaction of the fault prior breaking through to the soft 
ground. 

 

At breakthrough from rock to soft ground, the stress state changes once again 
dramatically, since the horizontal stress is “cut off” by the tunnel. While deformations of 
the rock surface resulted into surface heave before the tunnel approached, after 
breakthrough there is a risk of a “sagging” effect, causing deformations in the crown of 
the breakthrough point, which may have a detrimental effect onto the soft ground. To be 
able to reduce this sagging moment, it is desirable to open the face in smaller portions, 
thus reduce the speed of stress redistribution and especially to use flexible/ductile steel 
support (as a pipe roof) – which can at the one hand carry any remaining rock bridge and 
on the other hand prevent ingress of soft ground. The entrance point to the soft ground is 
deemed to be the very critical part of the whole operation. 

 

Tunnel
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Special measures

Settlement curve
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inclination
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tunnel crown and rock 
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As pretreatment of such a soft ground part, jet grouting from the surface (when 
boundaries allow that) has been proven to be effective. In case of coarser material, 
ordinary grouting stages could possibly serve as pretreatment, but it needs to be evaluated 
in detail and does not provide a big buffer in execution. And for inner city boundaries it 
is most likely to be ruled out as a single measure. 

As a pretreatment from the tunnel, horizontal jet grouting is an option, of course with 
a high level of quality control. At fine fractions or at high risk situations, a double layer 
of horizontal jetting can be used, in order to make sure that the screen is tight, and that 
the jet ring bears enough load from redistributing stress, when the tunnel is driven 
underneath. 

 
Both jetting options deserve a pipe roof (in worst case double overlapping) as the 

flexible element when making the bridge between the hard rock and the soft soil and also 
to guarantee the stability of the jetting body. 

 
Spiling solutions are possible, but bear surely much more risk in practical execution 

when tunneling / excavating underneath.  
 
It shall however not been forgotten that the soft ground needs to be excavated. 

Conditions to be met may be further irregular and deformations of the tunnel face must 
be kept under control in order also to limit surface settlement. Face anchors / bolts are a 
proper method to keep face deformations low and allow partial openings in a secure way. 

 
At soft ground excavation the miners have to be at the face, which is a bit controversial 

to the drill and blast / ordinary tunnel rules provided in Scandinavia. Given standards and 
handbooks can hopefully be extended for such occasions. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

1.4 Accuracy of the pretreatment / presupport works in soft ground troughs and the 
necessary level of skills 

To work both safely and economically in such conditions is only possible with trust 
between the parties – which means, beyond others, enough budgets for the operation, 

Figure 7. Partial excavations in 

Esker conditions 
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and by using the right method guarantying high accuracy and quality of the works. 
There is a lot of handicraft needed and thus personnel with high experience level. 

The next picture indicates a 3D model of a pipe roof work done at such a trough where 
every single pipe has been measured in, in order to predict the rock level correct and to 

establish the position and extent of a 
sand layer. Each and every detail has 
been put into the model, which 
contributed to the safe execution of 
the works. 

 
 

Finally, it has to be mentioned that 
such an operation (with all its 
considerations) is to be started early 
enough before the tunnel breaks 
through to the soft ground. 

Deformation measurements should start early 
enough before the breakthrough point from the 
hard rock to the soft ground is reached. 
Valuable buildings on the surface should be 
equipped with state of the art measurement 

instruments. Zero measurements need to be done long before the tunnel approaches. 

2 CONCLUSION 

First of all and based on our practical experience, we like to conclude, that it is possible 
to pass such soft ground parts in dense urban Scandinavian environment. 

We have tried to highlight the problematics when approaching such a depression in 
the bed rock, which is filled with glacial soft ground. We have presented the phenomenon 
of a stress bulb in the bed rock which led to surface heave above and in front of the 
shallow tunnel and which is caused by surface near, high horizontal ground stress together 
with a fault in the ground. Those conditions in the hard rock part set difficult boundaries 
for the breakthrough to the soft ground and for the soft ground excavation itself.  

The results of measurements and back analyses, which point on very high surface near 
stress conditions, could be deemed to be an unusual occurrence, but on the contrary - in 
Scandinavian conditions those effects could be even more common than what we 
understand today. 

For the reader of this article our input is meant as a guideline of what he should 
consider to face before going into such diligent operation. 

We evaluate the conventional excavation methods including the special measures to 
be taken as being safer and with better control possibilities when conquering such a 
ground depression. 

Figure 8. Pipe roof measurements 

“leapfrog model”   
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